Time-to-Failure analysis is a technique for predicting earthquakes in which a failure function is t to a time series of accumulated Benio strain. Benio strain is computed from regional seismicity in areas that may produce a large earthquake. We have tested the technique by tting two functions, a power-law proposed by Bufe & Varnes (1993) and a log-periodic function proposed by Sornette & Sammis (1995) . We compared predictions from the two time-to-failure models to observed activity and to predicted levels of activity based upon the Poisson model. Likelihood ratios show that the most successful model is Poisson, with the simple Poisson model four times as likely to be correct as the best time-to-failure model. The best time-failure model is a blend of 90% Poisson and 10% log-periodic predictions. We tested the accuracy of the error estimates produced by the standard least-squares tter and found greater accuracy for ts of the simple power-law than for ts of the more complicated log-periodic function. The least-squares tter underestimates the true error in time-to-failure functions because the error estimates are based upon linearized versions of the functions being t.
Introduction
Seismologists have been seeking a reliable basis on which to make forecasts for earthquakes for at least 40 years, and have explored a large variety of observable quantities. Researchers have studied seismic phase velocities (Kazi 1990) , seismic anisotropy (Crampin, Booth & Evans. 1990) , and seismic quiescence (Wyss & Weimer, 1997 , Kisslinger, 1988 . Fluctuations in the water table (Sato et al. 1995) , electromagnetic signals (Varotsos, Alexopoulos, & Lazaridou 1993) , and chemical tracers (Wakita 1996) have also been studied. Advocates have reported changes in many of these potential predictors before large earthquakes, but have not proven statistically signi cant patterns for any of them. Minster & Williams, (1995) have carried out careful statistical analyses of the proposed earthquake prediction method, M8. Kagan & Jackson (1991) have evaluated the seismic gap hypothesis. Wyss et al. (1996) , and Kagan et al. (1996) have made assessments of the signi cance of electromagnetic signals. Aster et al. (1996) has evaluated changes in shearwave splitting. Generally, advocates of the method have criticized statistical assessments of earthquake prediction. Advocates dislike the requirement that prediction methods be rigidly de ned and applied when tested. Tests have seldom detected any predictive skill in the proposed methods. Careful statistical analysis of earthquake prediction methods is an essential rst step before the application of any earthquake prediction method, and also the best way for the method to gain acceptance in the wider scienti c community.
Time-to-Failure analysis is di erent from most approaches to earthquake forecasting because it is based upon widely available seismicity data, and the technique has a well de ned methodology. Time-tofailure analysis is much simpler than the pattern recognition techniques applied to similar data (KeilisBorok, Knopo & Kossbokov 1990) . Accumulated Benio strain from a seismically-active region is t to an increasing function. One such function is a power law, a time-inverted version of the modi ed Omori relation (Utsu 1961), the classic model of aftershocks. Bufe & Varnes (1993) developed the time-to-failure method in an application to the Loma Prieta earthquake. Sornette & Sammis (1995) proposed an extension of the method, and found that they could get a better t to the time of occurrence of the Loma Prieta earthquake by tting a function that included logperiodic uctuations in the seismicity. Both groups have applied the technique to a variety of other cases, nding increasing Benio strain before earthquakes in the Virgin Islands (Varnes & Bufe 1996) , and the Aleutians (Bufe, Nishenko & Varnes 1994) . These earthquakes might have been predictable using the technique.
Plan of the Work
The approach we have taken in our study is to estimate all the factors that quantify the usefulness of the time-to-failure earthquake prediction method in a statistical sense. We have t the functions when there was no earthquake to predict, to quantify false alarms. We have counted cases in which no prediction was made, but an earthquake occurred. When false alarms or unpredicted events occur, they reduce the probability that the models are correct. We have also systematically collected cases in which the techniques do successfully predict events. Our statistical measure of how well the models t the data is a number called the likelihood. Our result is a table of likelihoods that provides estimates of the relative chances that the time-to-failure models of seismicity are correct, given all the observations. For a null hypothesis, we have chosen the Poisson model. We computed likelihoods for combinations of the Poisson model with both kinds of time-to-failure model. These combinations of time-to-failure models with the Poisson model should be sensitive to predictive skill in the time-to-failure models without requiring that they always function. We have explored alternative test catalogs, spatial subsets, magnitude uncertainties, and de nitions of a prediction. We have studied the tting method using synthetic data, so that we can nd out how dependable the earthquake prediction is without relying entirely upon estimates produced by the tting algorithm.
The Time-to-Failure Functions
The power-law t by Bufe & Varnes (1993) is:
(1) where E(t) is the cumulative Benio strain as a function of time t, predicting an earthquake at time t f . A, B, and m are arbitrary constants. Benio strain is proportional to 10 :75mb , where m b is body-wave magnitude. Small magnitude events dominate sums of Benio strain, but less than they dominate sums of earthquake numbers. Sornette & Sammis (1995) have t a log-periodic function: E(t) = A + B(t f ? t) m (2) 1 + C cos 2 log(t f ? t) log + to similar data, where A, B, C, m, and are arbitrary constants. We have t both the power law and log periodic functions to the original Bufe and Varnes data set, to synthetic sequences and to global data for the systematic test.
The Non-linear Least-squares Fitting Method
The models we present were t using a LevenbergMarquardt tter we modi ed from the one presented by Press et al. (1994) . This algorithm nds the closest t of a nonlinear function to a set of data, as de ned by the smallest chi-square. The LevenbergMarquardt method is a combination of steepest decent optimization, used far from the best t, and the inverse Hessian method, used near the best t. We chose the Levenberg-Marquardt method because it was used by Sammis, Sornette & Saleur (1996) , and because it formalizes the minimization of chi-squares that Bufe & Varnes (1993) used in their original paper. We have also tried applying the maximum-likelihood technique used in Gross & Kisslinger (1994) for tting aftershock decay models. The maximum-likelihood tter could not reproduce the results of either Bufe & Varnes (1993) or Sornette & Sammis (1995) , so we have concentrated instead on the chi-square technique.
We ran the basic Levenberg-Marquardt tting algorithm several hundred times using di erent starting parameters to ensure that the best t was found for each model. We selected a widely-spaced grid of initial parameters, and minimized the chi-square of the di erence between observed and modeled Benio strain until the tting algorithm had converged to a set of best-tting model parameters. Then a new grid of initial parameters was chosen, more tightly spaced about the best chi-square found thus far. Every t of the power law function included 15 nested grids of initial parameters with 375 minimization procedures. The ts of the log-periodic function involved an additional 264 minimizations arranged in a set of nine nested grids of initial parameters, centered on the best-tting power-law parameters. Our extended tting algorithm ran without any human intervention, and e ectively found the best-tting model as de ned by the chi-square. Our rst test of the tting technique was on the sequence preceding Loma Prieta.
The Loma Prieta Case
The sequence of activity several decades before Loma Prieta is the classic case for which time-to-failure analysis seems to \predict" the mainshock. Bufe & Varnes (1993) started studying the buildup of activity before the mainshock occurred. The data set is useful for comparisons between tting methods as well. Figure 1 shows the original Loma Prieta data set, derived from the (Ellsworth et al. 1981 ) catalog used by Bufe and Varnes, and two ts to the cumulative Benio strain we computed using the modi ed Levenberg-Marquardt method. Both ts accurately predict the time of the Loma Prieta mainshock, but the log-periodic function is slightly more accurate in its prediction of the failure time than the power law function is. The reduced chi-squares for the ts in Figure 1 are signi cantly smaller than one, which means that the ts are much better than expected based on the magnitude uncertainties, assumed to be 0.3 units. We would have to assume an unrealistic magnitude uncertainty of 0.03 to bring the goodness of t into agreement with the error estimate. The number of events in the sequence (31) is signicantly greater than the numbers of free parameters in the models, (four or seven) so an under-constrained model seems unlikely. One possible explanation for the anomalously low reduced chi-squares in the timeto-failure ts arises from an incompatibility of the chi-square measure with the statistical properties of Benio strain data. Accumulated Benio strains are not statistically independent of one another, and so produce a smoother curve than independent measures of Benio strain would. A smooth curve is much more readily t with a smooth function, and so the scatter of the points about the t is much less than we expect based upon reasonable estimates of their uncertainty. The chi-square can still be used to t Benio strain data, but the scatter of the t is a poor measure of the uncertainty. We have not used error estimates based upon the chi-square in any of our tests and instead derived the uncertainty from the assumption that magnitudes can be reliably measured to within 0.3 units.
( Figure 1 about here) The Loma Prieta case is a useful example with which to explore the e ects of magnitude uncertainties upon the time-to-failure tting methods. To quantify the e ects of magnitude uncertainties, we added Gaussian perturbations to the magnitudes of the earthquakes in the Loma Prieta data set. We then t the data with the log-periodic function and observed the scatter in the best-tting failure times as we varied the perturbations. The failure times did not show any systematic bias, remaining similar to the true failure time in late 1989. The scatter in the ts increased smoothly, ranging from nine months to 6.6 years as the perturbations increased from 0.1 units to 0.4 units. With magnitude perturbations of 0.3 units, the Benio strain typically varies by 68%, but the failure time remains stable within ve years. These simulations suggest that the technique is robust enough to apply to catalogs with magnitude uncertainties of several tenths of a unit.
( Figure 2 about here)
A Test with Synthetic Data
We tested the accuracy and uncertainties of the failure times produced by the Levenberg-Marquardt tting method by applying it to synthetic data. We t 200 synthetic sequences of 100 events each with known log-periodic parameters similar to the Loma Prieta model, and a failure time of 1990. The times of the synthetic earthquakes were evenly spaced and the magnitudes were derived from the log-periodic function. The magnitudes included additional Gaussian errors of known width E , set to either one or 10 percent of the total Benio strain so we could assess the accuracy of the error estimates. An error in Benio strain of 1% corresponds to a magnitude uncertainty of 0.006 units, and a 10% error in E is equivalent to a magnitude uncertainty of 0.06 units. Because the errors in the synthetic data sets were independent Gaussian distributions, the sequences were not as smooth as real data, and ts commonly resulted in reduced chi-squares close to one. Table 1 summarizes the results of our tests of the tting algorithm, with both choices of scatter in the synthetic data and both possible functions t. The table shows that the tting method works, because the average failure time estimated from the ts is close to the true failure time of 1990. However, the true mis t in failure time estimated from the variation in tted failure times (last column in Table 1 ) is greater than the estimates of mis t obtained from the algorithm. Error estimates from the log-periodic ts (19 years) are smaller than the estimates from ts of the power-law (58 years) for the case with 10% error. The true scatter of log-periodic tted failure times (69 years) is not much less than the corresponding scatter of the power law ts (73 years).
( Table 1 about here) One explanation for the inaccuracy of the error estimates that come from the Levenberg-Marquardt tter is visible in Figures 2 and 3 . The LevenbergMarquardt tter assumes that errors in the t will be dominated by linear variations in chi-square close to the solution. Models with signi cantly di erent failure times but remarkably similar chi-squares appear as well-separated clusters of points on Figure  2 . Changes in chi-square near the solution are not a good measure of the true uncertainty. The case from the synthetic data shown in Figure 3 has less scatter and a much broader minimum whose width is a bet- Error estimates and tted failure times for sets of 100 synthetic sequences t by either the log-periodic function or the power-law. The sequences have Gaussian errors equal to 1% or 10% of the accumulated Benio strain, E, and all have a true failure time in 1990. The reduced chi-squares are not shown and were very close to one, as expected for good ts.
ter measure of the true uncertainty. These tests of the Levenberg-Marquardt tter show that nonlinearity of the failure functions results in underestimates of the mis t, even when the statistical properties of the data being t are consistent with the assumptions of the tting algorithm. (Figure 3 about here)
Constructing a Likelihood Ratio
The statistical measure we used to summarize the e ectiveness of models t to many sequences of seismicity is the likelihood, L. The likelihood L of a set of N observed earthquakes occurring at times t i , can be computed from the probability P(t i ) of an event occurring,
if the earthquakes are statistically independent. We use the likelihood to decide what model best represents a set of data. The model with the greatest likelihood has the greatest probability of being correct, given that the earthquakes occurred. The models are combinations of the best-tting power-law or log-periodic model with the Poisson model. The Poisson model assumes the rate of earthquakes i depends on location only. In the expression that follows, r is the weight given to the Poisson model, and 1?r is the weight given to the power-law or log-periodic model,
The normalization factors F and G can be found by integrating the probabilities of the models over time Figure 3 : A plot of reduced chi-square vs. failure time for a wide variety of models of synthetic data for which the error is 1% of the accumulated Benio strain. Because this case has a broad minimumin chisquare, the width of the minimum is a good measure of the tting uncertainty. Values of the reduced chisquare approximately equal to one are expected for a good t.
periods T j including both data and models. The Poisson model probability density is integrated using the expression F N P j j T j ; (6) The normalization ensures that the probability density of each class of model integrates to the total number N of earthquakes observed in all the intervals of length T j for which the tting converged. The predicted failure time t f from the time-to-failure t is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation computed from the error estimated by the Levenberg-Marquardt method. Because the tests with synthetic data showed that the tted error underestimates the true error, we assumed the true error was twice as great as the error reported by the Levenberg-Marquardt method. Likelihoods are very small numbers, so we report the log of the likelihood. The log likelihood ratio equals the di erence between log likelihoods. Likelihoods should be interpreted only by comparing models t to exactly the same data. In summary, evaluating a likelihood requires ts to the seismicity giving failure times t f and their uncertainties, f . Rates of background activity determine the j 's for all periods for which the ts converged, and then the models may be normalized by summing the probabilities over the test intervals, and the likelihoods computed from equation 3.
Data for the Systematic Test
We used the global DNAG catalog (Engdahl & Rinehart 1991) as a test set for estimating failure times. The test is constructed as if a set of predictions had been made in 1985 when the DNAG catalog ended, and then the predictions were tested for the following 10 years. We divided events from the DNAG catalog of m b 5 and above occurring after 1960 into spatial subsets (Figure 4 ) and t those sets with at least 20 events with both the log-periodic and the power-law functions. Figure 5 shows an example of a t from the systematic test, in which an increasing rate of seismicity results in predicted failure times early in the test interval, but no earthquakes occurred. We used two di erent catalogs, the NEIC and the Harvard catalog to de ne the`truth' or observed set. We computed likelihoods for alternative de nitions of a prediction and the magnitude uncertainty.
( Figures 4 and 5 about here) The de nition of arbitrary spatial and temporal limits for the testing data is one respect in which our test di ers from prior studies of time-to-failure analysis. We have applied the test to arbitrary spatial igure 4: The map shows both the circles and the non-overlapping boxes which contained enough seismicity to allow both models to converge. volumes because we wish to learn if time-to-failure analysis shows promise as an earthquake prediction method. Consequently, we cannot use the events we wish to predict in any way when making the predictions. Bufe & Varnes (1993) have introduced a regional classi cation scheme, because some regions exhibit decelerating seismicity before large events instead of accelerating seismicity. They suggest that the time-to-failure prediction method is only applicable to those regions that exhibit accelerating seismicity before mainshocks. Their reasonable suggestion presents a practical di culty. The regional classication is based upon application of time-to-failure analysis to previous seismic cycles in each region. Our data set is too short to allow us to classify the regions without using events we are trying to predict in the classi cation. If data past the end of the test set contributed to the regional classi cation scheme, we could not fail to enhance the apparent e ectiveness of the prediction method. We would be eliminating exactly those cases for which the prediction failed, and would completely invalidate our test. Although we apply the technique to regions for which it may not be appropriate, our test should still be quite sensitive to the e ectiveness of time-to-failure analysis in predicting some earthquakes. We only assume that the time to failure ts do not converge to answers that are systematically worse than chance in the cases for which the analysis does not apply.
The models sometimes failed to converge, which we decided were unusable cases. If the models converged to a date well separated from the test interval, either before 1970 or after 2015, the t might imply a prediction of no earthquake or no prediction at all. If we count the cases with predictions far from the test interval as no prediction, then the likelihoods should be computed without any contribution from cases with predictions far from the test interval. The sixth column of Table 2 , labeled`near ts' is an example of likelihoods computed without including a contribution from ts that converged for from the test interval. It included 427 observed earthquakes in 302 intervals. De ning the cases with failure times far outside the test interval as predictions of no earthquake made more data available (946 observed earthquakes in 953 intervals for column seven), so predictions far from the test interval are included for all the other cases in Table 2 .
The rst three columns of results in Table 2 list log likelihoods for suites of models computed using the observed occurrence of m b 6:5 earthquakes in the NEIC catalog as a truth set. Events with M S 6:5 from the Harvard catalog provided the truth set for the last three columns. The percentage of time-tofailure model from the rst column of Table 2 is equal to 1?r from equation 4, and the table shows how well the various mixtures of Poisson with log-periodic or power-law models t the data. Three di erent choices of the spatial domains over which the test was carried out are represented by the rst three columns of results in Table 2 . The second column of Table  2 lists likelihoods for spatial subsets drawn from a non-overlapping grid of 5-degree by 5-degree boxes, covering the whole earth, and having a vertex at zero degrees latitude, zero degrees longitude. The single grid spatial subsets included 21 events in the 34 intervals for which both models converged to some failure time, so the second column lists results from a fairly modest number of events in independent data sets. Column three shows combined results from 25 such grids, o set in latitude and longitude by whole degrees ranging from zero to four. The tests constructed from overlapping grids are not fully independent, but they do provide larger numbers for statistical robustness, with 566 observed quakes in 953 intervals. The tests using the Harvard catalog are also based upon data from 25 overlapping grids.
The fourth column lists results for a set of circles whose radii were optimized to make the cumulative number of events least linear. Sammis (oral communication, 1997) proposed the optimization as a way of nding the spatial subsets which show the strongest changes in Benio strain rate. Since the optimization does not use any information about the seismicity being predicted, the optimization is permissible in a test of earthquake prediction. Circles ranged in radius from 50 to 190 kilometers and were centered on the points at which the non-overlapping 5 degree by 5 degree grid lines intersected. Only a single circle radius was selected for each center point, so the results in the fourth column are statistically independent. The circular spatial cuts have the smallest numbers, so we relaxed the requirement that both models converge, giving up the ability to compare log periodic and power law ts. There were seven observed quakes in 14 circles for which the log-periodic model converged, and seven quakes in 19 circles for which the power-law converged.
The least negative numbers, shown in bold face in Table 2 , represent the best models in each set. The log-periodic likelihoods can be directly compared with the power-law likelihoods within a column for all the cases except the circles, because the sets of data for which predictions were made are the same. The best tting model for the independent grids in the second column of Table 2 is the case with 30% power-law and 70% Poisson. Of the end-member models, the Poisson model is clearly best, because the Poisson model never reports a zero probability of an event, while the other models can. The models which combine the peaked distributions of the timeto-failure ts with a uniform background from the Poisson model are designed to detect any predictive skill in the time-to-failure models while not requiring that they function well in all cases. Combining the Poisson model with ts from the power-law function does not improve its ability to predict the seismicity in any cases except for the one mentioned above. The log-periodic model does not improve the ability of the Poisson model to predict seismicity for any of the cases studied, but it produces higher likelihoods than the power-law model for most of the cases.
( Table 2 about here) As a nal step in interpretation of the results in Table 2, we can convert the di erences in log likelihoods log L into ratios of probabilities that two models are correct given the data. The formula simply relates probabilities and likelihoods for models designated A and B, P A P B = exp(log L A ? logL B ):
The formula must be applied cautiously, to fully independent data and to models that have equal a priori probability of being correct. The requirement that the data sets be independent is violated by the overlapping data sets in Table 2 . Results from the two independent data sets in the table are contradictory, with the grids suggesting the 30% power-law model is 26 times as good a model as the simple Poisson. But, the results from the optimized circles suggest the Poisson model is 12 times more likely to be correct than the model with 30% power-law. The Poisson model has fewer parameters than the power-law, and so its a priori probability of being correct may be greater. The particular choice of spatial grid used to construct the test in column two of the table is only one of many possibilities. Those possibilities are summarized in the cases computed using overlapping grids. Log likelihoods from cases with overlapping grids equal the sum of log likelihoods for 25 independent grid cases. The overlapping grid cases can be used to compute the di erence in log likelihoods averaged over all 25 choices of the grid origin. Likelihoods computed using alternative choices of catalog, magnitude uncertainty, and de nition of a prediction are all valid estimators of the likelihood, and are equivalent to 100 di erent cases. An average of the 100 cases gives a log likelihood for the pure Poisson model of -69.92. Similarly, the average log likelihood for the best hybrid model is -71.38, giving a probability ratio of 4.3. The probability ratio implies that the simple Poisson model is four times more likely to be correct than the best hybrid model. The best hybrid model is composed of a blend of 90% Poisson predictions with 10% log-periodic predictions. Greater advantages of Poisson over time-to-failure models result from cases including a greater proportion of time-to-failure predictions.
Conclusions
Our systematic test has found that generally the time-to-failure models are less e ective at predicting earthquakes than the pure chance Poisson model is.
Combinations of the time-to-failure models with the Poisson model are much better predictors of future activity than the pure time-to-failure models, but only in one case were they actually better than the pure Poisson model. A combination of 30% powerlaw model with 70% Poisson model appears to be 26 times as likely to be correct than the simple Poisson model when a single grid of 5 degree by 5 degree spatial subsets is considered. The apparent skill of the power-law model disappears when di erent choices of the grid, catalog, prediction de nition, and magnitude uncertainty are explored. In aggregate, the most successful time-to-failure earthquake model we evaluated is a blend of 90% Poisson and 10% log-periodic model. The 100% Poisson model still has four times as great a probability of generating the observed seismicity as the most successful time-to-failure model. Both the power-law and log-periodic functions do a good job of \predicting" the time of the Loma Prieta earthquake. We also found that the time-to-failure functions t the accumulated Benio strain much better than typical magnitude uncertainties would lead us to expect, and so the ts have a reduced chi-square much less than one. The low chi-square is a result of the smoothness of the accumulated Benio strain curve, and implies that scatter of the data about the t should not be used as a measure of the uncertainty.
Tests with synthetic seismicity show that estimates of the error in the time-to-failure from the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm are generally less than the true errors. Underestimates of the tting error were worst for ts of the log-periodic function in cases with signi cant scatter in the data. Inaccuracies in error estimates result from nonlinearities of the functions. The Levenberg-Marquardt tting method assumes that the function being t may be linearized when estimating errors in the parameters. 
